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Relativistic laser channeling into high-density plasmas
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Abstract. We experimentally studied relativistic laser propagation in preplasmas at the highest powers ever attempted-0.2 to 0.4 petawatt. We demonstrated a single conical-shaped plasma channel formation extending several hundred microns in length from the under dense to over dense plasmas, indicating whole-beam self-focused laser channeling into the high-density plasma. The channel cone was reproduced by a three dimensional particle-in-cell simulation. The confirmation of the relativistic laser channeling into high-density plasmas holds the promise of fast igniting a highly compressed fuel plasma core.

1. INTRODUCTION

Exploration of the behavior of matter in extraordinarily large light fields is a new frontier in light-matter interaction studies. The subject continues to grow at an explosive pace, and not only new physics, but many attractive applications are beginning to emerge. For example, energetic particles, such as hot electrons, fast protons and ions, γ rays, and neutrons etc, can be generated in these interactions. These particle sources have many potential applications such as table-top particle acceleration. A promising application of the high energy electrons and protons is the fast ignition (FI) scheme that is expected to lead to fast track realization of inertial confinement fusion [1-4]. In the FI scheme, the imploded high-density plasma core is heated to several keV temperature to trigger a nuclear fusion burn wave by the hot electrons or protons generated in the relativistic laser plasma interaction. This scheme requires that an intense relativistic heating laser pulse penetrates as close as possible to the precompressed high-density core plasma. In order for the heating laser pulse to channel in the plasma, however, complex nonlinear processes in intense laser-plasma interactions, such as laser beam breakup and filament formation [5], Raman scattering [6], and propagation instabilities [7] should be carefully controlled and minimized.
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Relativistic laser channeling in underdense and overdense plasmas has been extensively explored both computationally and experimentally [5-20], where different plasma density profiles, laser powers, and timings between the laser pulses for preplasma creation and channeling have been considered. However, laser channeling in a plasma consisting of both extended underdense and overdense regions has not been yet observed. We here report experimentally and computationally successful relativistic laser channeling with whole-beam self-focusing into the high-density plasma. We demonstrate a single conical-shaped plasma channel formation extending several hundred microns in length from the under dense into over dense plasma. The conic plasma channel observed in our experiment and simulation could be generated in a highly compressed fuel plasma by the leading edge of a relativistic laser pulse, and the existing cone can in turn naturally guide the residual laser pulse to the cone end which is close to the compressed fuel core. Our work therefore holds the promise of achieving compact laser fusion energy with a natural cone, a simpler configuration than the originally proposed fast ignition scheme [1] and the improved Au cone-in-shell scheme [2-4]. Successful laser channeling into high-density plasmas also provides unique applications for material science, laboratory astrophysics, and biology, such as collimated high-density MeV electron beam production, the associated super-strong magnetic field for studying the phase structure and isochoric heating for an equation of state in an extreme condition with magnetic field effects.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was performed on the PetaWatt (PW) laser at the Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University. The PW laser is a prepulse-free sub picosecond pulse Nd: glass laser system of 0.9 petawatt peak power. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.1. A 0.527 μm Gekko XII (GXII) laser beam with pulse duration of 1.3 ns full width at half maximum (FWHM) was focused through a random phase plate onto foil targets to generate preplasmas. The PW laser was focused into the plasma from the same side as the GXII beam, 0.15 ns after the peak of the GXII beam. The PW laser energy was 150-250 J in the experiment, with pulse duration of 600 fs (FWHM) and focus size of 70 μm, giving peak intensities of (0.65-1.1) x 10^19 W/cm^2. The time-integrated keV x-ray images were obtained with a charge coupled device (CCD) backed x-ray pinhole camera (XPHC), placed in front of the target. Hot electron energy spectra in the 1-100 MeV range were obtained with an electron spectrometer [21], placed behind the target. The transmitted PW laser energy through the plasma was measured via the imaging system consisting of an optical diffuser placed behind the target.

![Experimental setup.](image)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.2 shows the raw XPHC image from 0.25 petawatt 149 J laser interaction with the plasma. The figure is elongated by 2.65 times in the horizontal direction for the easy recognition of detail. The PW laser focus point was set 80 μm behind the target surface. The large plasma shown as the red ellipse is due to the GXII beam irradiation on the foil target. The most striking feature shown in Fig.2 is that there is a
Figure 2. x-ray pinhole image. The red ellipse area indicates the x-ray emission from the preplasma while the conical shape shown in the faint x-ray emission region is caused by the PW laser pulse. Shown above is the simulated plasma density profile. The red color denotes relatively high x-ray intensity.

channel formation shown as a faint x-ray emission region along a line in the ellipse, in contrast to the relatively strong x-ray emission in the rest of the ellipse. The faint streak shows a conical shape, wide at the beginning, and narrow towards the end extending in more than 300 μm distance. The axis of the cone is coincident with the PW laser. There was no such conical shape observed when only GXII beam irradiated the target. These two observations indicate the PW laser propagation in the plasma.

The PW laser comes from the right as marked in Fig.2a relative to the original target and the critical density surfaces. The plasma density profile was simulated by a 1D hydrodynamic code ILESTA.1D [22] and was calibrated with earlier experiments [23, 24]. The plasma had a peak density of 10\(n_c\) with overdense region thickness of 79 μm. Here \(n_c\) is the plasma critical density. The plasma density is 0.6\(n_c\) at the original target surface, and 0.86\(n_c\) at the PW laser focus point. One can see that the laser pulse rapidly undergoes whole-beam relativistic self-focusing after the target surface position. The self-focused laser pulse then penetrates into the plasma with density as high as 10\(n_c\), retaining a straightforward narrow conic channel with nearly constant cross section of about 24 μm (FWHM).

The faint streak shown in Fig.2 can be understood to be the plasma channel formed by the PW laser pulse as it propagates through the plasma. This plasma channel has less electrons and ions, and therefore emits less x-rays than the other plasma regions, leading to the contrast of x-ray intensity on the XPHC image shown as the faint streak.

There is difference in the values of transmitted PW laser energy through the plasma when the PW laser pulse focus point is different. We find when the laser pulse is focused at 0.86\(n_c\) this value is estimated to be 3.8%. However, only 6 \times 10^{-5} of transmitted PW laser energy is obtained when the laser focus point is changed to 0.6\(n_c\), indicating that the laser channeling in the plasma is strongly dependent on its focus position.

We performed 3D VLPL particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation [25] to reproduce the channel cone structure in the over dense plasma. The simulation reveals that a conic plasma channel can be created via laser hole-boring and relativistic induced transparency processes, and the collimation of associated hot electrons generated helps to stabilize the direction of the channel boring.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we experimentally and computationally investigate 0.2-0.4 petawatt laser channeling in the long scale length plasmas. Laser channeling with whole-beam relativistic self-focusing in the underdense
and overdense plasmas is demonstrated. This confirmation of the super-penetration regime will enable us to fast ignite a highly compressed fuel core.
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